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Thesis Abstract – English

The thesis aimed to identify changes in the character of the hero and the villain and to
determine the socio-cultural factors which influence them (religion, feminism, globalization
and capitalism), with specific focus on the trends which merge distinctive qualities of heroes
and villains and reduce their differences to a point where the reader’s sympathies shift from
the hero to the villain or until they are indistinguishable from each other. The hypothesis was
that moral relativism, whose popularity expanded during globalization, was the most
significant factor in the current merging qualities of heroes and villains.
Due to the great number of factors, the focus was mainly on the analysis of influences
present in the twenty-first century, and only briefly outlined their historical evolution. The
primary focus was on modern cross-over fantasy (mainly high fantasy) with stress on the main
characters, analyzing the changes in their description, qualities and the way their behavior is
portrayed, while attempting to explore the respective sociological reasons behind them.
The first chapter provided definitions of the term fantasy and characterized the hero
and the villain, reaching the conclusion that these terms are continually evolving and, in the
era of modern fantasy, became too broad to be useful in characterizing characters. The second
chapter gave a brief evolution from Beowulf until Victorian literature. The evolution of the
hero and the villain throughout history of fantasy literature was present to show some of the
lasting trends as well as the changing aspects of the characters contrasted against the society
of the respective work’s time. The third chapter analyzed these trends and the way they are
realized using examples from modern cross-over fantasy. The research showed that the shift
from Christianity towards atheism had a strong influence on the connection of heroes and
villain with ‘good’ and ‘bad’ qualities and that feminism had mainly a superficial effect on
heroines.
That ended the purely theoretical part of the thesis as the fourth chapter examined
the publics’ awareness of these trends and their own preferences to the composition of the
hero, or the villain. This part was mainly determined by the information from the previous
chapter and my own research based quantitative [questionnaire] and qualitative [focus group]
methods. The purpose of this part was to test the examined influences, supporting the
conclusion that religion has a large effect on the character of heroes and villains but showed
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stronger inclination towards feminism in female readers than was expected. The data was then
analyzed and showed support of the hypothesis. The fifth chapter followed as the conclusion,
summarizing and evaluating the thesis.
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Thesis Abstract – Czech

Tato práce byla zaměřena na identifikaci jednotlivých změn v charakteru hrdiny a
zloducha a na určení sociálně-kulturních faktorů, které je ovlivňují (jako jsou globalizace,
náboženství a feminismus). Zvláště se zaměřuje na trendy spojující určité charakteristické
vlastnosti hrdinů a zloduchů a snižující rozdíly mezi nimi až do bodu, kdy se sympatie čtenáře
posouvají od hrdiny k zloduchovi. Hypotézou je, že morální relativismus, jehož popularita se
působením globalizace rozšířila, je nejdůležitějším faktorem, který se zasloužil o popularitu
trendů, spojujících vlastnosti hrdinů a zloduchů. Vzhledem k velkému počtu ostatních faktorů
jsem se zaměřovala především na analýzu vlivů přítomných v jednadvacátém století a jen
stručně nastínila jejich historický vývoj.
Primární důraz byl kladen na moderní fantasy literaturu se zaměřením na hlavní
postavy. Budou se analyzovat změny v jejich popisu, vlastnostech a způsobu, jakým je jejich
chování zobrazeno, zatímco se pokusím prozkoumat sociologické důvody těchto změn.
První kapitola poskytla podrobnou definici pojmu fantasy a charakteristiku hrdiny a
zloducha a došla k závěru, že se tyto pojmy neustále vyvíjí, a že je nyní jejich význam příliš
široký na to aby mohl charakterizovat postavy. Ve druhé kapitole byl stručně popsaný vývoj
fantasy od Beowulfa až po Viktoriánskou literaturu. Vývoj v historii fantasy literatury byl
přítomen jako ukázka některých z trvalých trendů, jakožto i proměnlivých aspektů hrdiny a
zloducha v kontextu společnosti a času příslušného díla. Třetí kapitola analyzovala tyto trendy
a způsob, jakým jsou realizovány na konkrétních příkladech z moderní fantasy. Výzkum ukázal,
že přesun od křesťanství k ateismu měl velký vliv na spojování hrdinů a zloduchů s dobrými a
zlými vlastnostmi a, že feminismus měl jen malý vliv na charakter hrdinek.
To ukončilo čistě teoretickou část práce. Ve čtvrté kapitole byl výzkum povědomí
veřejnosti o těchto trendech a vlastních preferencích charakteru hrdiny a zloducha. Tato část
se skládala především z poznatků předešlé kapitoly a vlastního kvantitativního (dotazníku) a
kvalitativního (cílová skupina) výzkumu. Tato data se pak porovnaly se současnými trendy v
oblasti fantasy literatury. Záměrem této kapitoly bylo přezkoumat některé z posuzovaných
vlivů (př. Křesťané měli mít raději jasnější rozdíly mezi hrdiny a zloduchy). Výzkum podpořil
předešlý výsledek, že náboženství má velký vliv na charakter hrdinů a zloduchů, ale ukázal
silnější vliv feminismu u čtenářek, než byl očekáván. Data byla analyzována a podporovala
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hypotézu. Pátá kapitola bude následovat jako závěr a celkové shrnutí a zamyšlení nad daným
tématem.
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Chapter One – Introduction & Terminology
Considering the fact that the thesis aims to discuss the evolution of heroes and villains
in modern fantasy, it is crucial to first properly define these terms. There are various texts
which discuss the character of the hero and the villain; yet they usually focus only on a
concrete type of hero in the context of a specific time period. This allows for the
characterization of certain heroic and villainous types, but the whole range that the term
encompasses usually remains undiscussed. Since the character of a modern day hero is based
upon all the past heroic traditions, as will be discussed in the following chapters, the nature of
a modern day hero is more complex and its variety does not allow for a single definition.
It is for this reason that there exists the great amount of terms for heroes and villains
(such as the epic hero, the tragic hero, the reluctant hero, antihero, sympathetic villain…).
These are all attempts to avoid an exact general definition. This is because, as will be shown
later, the term became too broad to allow for a single, all encompassing definition.
Nevertheless, the aim of the following chapter is twofold: to try to define the character of a
modern day hero and villain in general as well as to examine the different types of characters.
But before characterizing the heroes and villains in fantasy literature, it is important to first
specify what is meant by the term fantasy.
1.1

Defining Fantasy
Fantasy is an exceptionally broad term which encompasses a large variety of texts,

some of which have relatively little in common. Fantasy as a genre definition is generally
considered to be a fairly modern term, though it is impossible to give it an exact date; Oxford
1
English Dictionary marks the first reference of fantasy as “genre of literary compositions ” as

being 1949 but the genre itself is obviously older. In In Defense of Fantasy, Ann Swinfen says
that the decades following 1945 witness “a considerable expansion in the publishing in this
genre and the emergence of a number of notable novels by a new generation of writers in
both Britain and America.”2 A great amount of credit for this can be given to J. R. R. Tolkien,
the ‘father’ of modern day fantasy, as he made the production of the fantasy genre
‘respectable’. However, this could suggest a misleading idea that works of fantasy are a
modern and newly evolving genre; however, “most elements of contemporary fantasy can be
3
traced to very ancient examples ”. “Indeed, it might be argued that modern fantasy writers

1

oed.com. Web. 28 July. 2014
Ann Swinfen, In Defence of Fantasy, pg. 1
3
Peter Hunt, Alternative Worlds in Fantasy Fiction, p. 30
2
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are simply the heirs of a long-standing literary tradition, even perhaps that they could scarcely
4
have existed but for the foundation laid earlier in the development of European literature. ”

Tolkien himself says that he is no great expert in fantasy, when he partly touches on
the nature and origin of fantasy in his essay On Fairy- Stories when he discusses on one of
5
fairy-story’s meanings, which is “an unreal or incredible story ” though he says that this sense

would make the topic “hopelessly vast6”. He does not give an exact date or definition of
fantasy, but his understanding of fantasy encompasses all stories ‘seriously’ dealing with magic
and states that this approach reaches far into the Middle Ages.
7

As fantasy is, by definition, a “genre of imaginative fiction involving magic” and often
featuring another alternative world the time period for the creation of fantasy can be greatly
expanded to encompass works of other genres such as myths, fables, romance, legends, folktales or fairytales. Using this definition of fantasy gives fantasy a rich literary tradition that, in
Britain, starts somewhere in 700 A.D. with Beowulf and continues until the present day.
This broad definition, however, will be used only in the first two chapters of the thesis
where it is necessary to encompass the whole literary tradition to understand how much the
hero and villain in modern fantasy evolved. In the latter chapters, however, we will be dealing
with cross-over fantasy and mainly with high fantasy which will narrow the term significantly.
These two terms are also rather general and difficult to define as “the issue of deciding
the dividing line, if such could ever exist, between worthwhile literature for children and for
adults seems to be a futile exercise.”8 Yet they still narrow the term of fantasy only on those
texts which “operate on an adult level of meaning.”9, which will be a sufficient definition for
the remainder of the thesis.

1.2

Defining Heroes & Villains

The terms ‘hero’ and ‘villain’ are widely used both in literature and in popular culture,
but on closer examination, it becomes clear that their meanings are not as straightforward as
they would seem to be. We seem to naturally differentiate between a hero and a villain; even
young children can determine who the ‘good’ and the ‘bad’ characters of a story are. Yet while
we seem to tell them apart easily, defining them is a different matter altogether, as these
4

Ann Swinfen, In Defence of Fantasy, pg. 2
J. R. R. Tolkien, The Monsters and the Critics and Other Essays, p. 110
66
J. R. R. Tolkien, The Monsters and the Critics and Other Essays, p. 110
7
„Fantasy“. oxforddictionaries.com. Web. 28 July. 2014
8
Ann Swinfen, In Defence of Fantasy, pg. 2
9
Ann Swinfen, In Defence of Fantasy, pg. 2
5
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definitions rest on the foundations laid by the development of both British and European
literature.
There are several definitions of a modern hero. One defines him as “a persona which is
10
the subject of the tale ”, this definition, however, excludes all other supporting characters,

many of which also perform heroic acts and share similar qualities. Also, the trend of calling
heroes ‘good’ would also suggest that heroism is connected with certain character qualities,
which correspond to the rest of the recorded Oxford English Dictionary definitions which claim
that hero is someone possessing “superhuman strength, courage, ability”, “a man
distinguished by extraordinary valour and martial achievements,[...] who does brave or noble
deeds“ and who exhibits “extraordinary bravery, firmness, fortitude, or greatness of soul, in
any course of action, or in connection with any pursuit, work, or enterprise; a man admired
11
and venerated for his achievements and noble qualities. “ Many of these qualities are indeed

common for the majority of heroes, but they are equally common for the majority of villains.
Some examples of this may be; Sauron, who possessed superhuman strength and magical
ability superior to any of the heroes in The Lord of the Rings as he is “[…] the dark power that
rules the Rings. *…+ neither strength nor goodwill will last – sooner or later, the dark power will
devour *…+12” the person subjected to him; or Galbatorix who performed brave and noble
deeds with his first dragon and was distinguished by valor and martial achievements in Eragon.
The ‘villains’ are in general very powerful; they are as distinguished in terms of their
abilities as the heroes themselves are, often more so. For example, one of the main reasons
why Harry Potter was a threat to Lord Voldemort, was because he possessed the same
qualities which were transformed to him on the day that he got his scar. This shows that
qualities are also not a sole distinguishing feature between the two terms.

If we contrast

what we have of a hero’s definitions with that of a villain, “an unprincipled *...+ man disposed
13
to base or criminal action ” we also cannot reach a conclusion either, even though this was

the characteristic definition of a villain applies since Old English literature, the recent trends in
fantasy favor and admire criminally inclined ‘heroes’, such as assassins (this can be seen in the
admiration the characters themselves feel when they try to “attack a legend14” in the scene
when the assassin Durzo Blint is first seen) or thieves, rendering this definition outdated.

10

oed.com. Web. 28 July. 2014
oed.com. Web. 28 July. 2014
12
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring, p. 33
13
oed.com. Web. 28 July. 2014
14
Brent Weeks, The Way of the Shadows, p.16
11
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It can be argued, that these heroes have some ‘innate goodness’ which eventually
leads them to actively avoid killing innocent people and to fight the villains, but this is not
always the case as can be seen, especially in the American comic as they present the richest
collection of heroic and villainous archetypes, that the heroes do not hesitate to use all their
power to fight and kill any even slightly criminally inclined individuals (ex. thieves who, did not
kill anyone, can get electrocuted by the hero) and they lack the slightest moral dilemma in this
case. In these cases the heroes are not so different from the villains either, in that they make
their own black and white criterion for morality and, applying it, can cause absolute atrocities
if they believe they are in the right. Due to these overlaps; we cannot easily distinguish
between a hero and a villain on the bases of their qualities, behavior, morality or by
contrasting their definitions alone.
Another possible interpretation is to examine the characters based on the idea that all
heroes posses a willingness to sacrifice themselves, if the circumstances require it, for the
greater good, which the villains lack. A hero is someone who is capable and willing to sacrifice
himself for others and acts upon it (ex. Harry going to meet Voldemort knowing that he has to
die in order to defeat him); while a villain is someone who is not willing to sacrifice himself for
others and actively tries to avoid this using any means necessary. Nevertheless; even this
criterion does not distinguish these two concepts in all cases as it sometimes happens that the
‘villain’ is willing to sacrifice himself for a ‘higher’ cause than his own fortune.
A similar theory is elaborated by Joseph Campbell, who says that “The hero is a man of
self- achieved submission. But submission to what? That precisely is the riddle that today we
have to ask ourselves and that is everywhere the primary virtue and historic deed of the hero
to have solved”15. In this way, Campbell avoids a direct answer as to what this virtue is, but
one line of his reasoning connects with the willingness of sacrifice, only not of life but of
power. Both heroes and villains in fantasy possess extraordinary power, but the heroes
willingly limits his own to avoid being ‘corrupted’ by it (for example Galadriel and Gandalf in
The Lord of the Rings both refused the ring and its power as it could have made the evil as can
be seen in Gandalfs’ refusal when he sais “Do not tempt me! For I do not want to become like
16
the Dark Lord himself ”;while some of the human kings accepted the power of their rings and

turned into Nazguls). This could be used as a legitimate criterion for the present day heroes,
but not for the heroes of old as heroes from old or even Middle Ages literature who seek the

15
16

Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, pg. 6
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring, p. 42
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gain power as actively as the villains. But this will be elaborated further in the following
chapter.
Still another idea is that the terms ‘Hero’ and ‘Villain’ need to be viewed in connection
to each other, as they share a surprising number of factors. According to Campbell, heroes and
villains “… can be seen as powerful prototypes representing the extremes of human response
17
to boundary situations ”. This is true, as it does not often happen that someone is in a

position to destroy or save the world as we know it (ex. Sauron – villain, Frodo Baggins – hero)
or that someone has the ability to rule a kingdom exactly as he wishes (Galbatorix - villain). As
such situations are so extreme, they allow a character to show his character fully in terms of
action and, if focalization is present, in his state of mind. The reaction of a ‘good’ or ‘heroic’
character is limited by what is the right thing to do. This idea is further explored by Mike
Alsford when he says that the hero or the villain have a certain aspect of ‘otherness’ and
presents the idea that all heroes are limited by what they “ought to do” by their
‘transcendental status’. He says that “a hero has both the ability to aid mankind and an inborn
18

desire to do so.” This desire is one of the largest differences between a hero and a villain,
nevertheless, it still does not apply to all cases, especially of the modern period, where the
heroes, much like the villains, are often spurred by ‘impure’ motives such as revenge or desire
for some personal gain.
So what does differentiate a hero from a villain? The most accurate characterization
seems to be Rosemary Jackson’s idea of the ‘other’. She makes the connection between evil
19
and otherness; stating that there is a relative evil connected with the ‘other ’ which

transforms with cultural fears and values. This is connected with the mode of narration, which
selects a person to pose as a hero by forming a connection between him and the reader, all
the while distancing the hero from the villain.
All of the previously mentioned definitions and ideas outline some of the different
aspects of a hero and a villain but neither can be employed without exceptions. In general, we
can simply say that a hero is someone who the readers consider as being generally good and
who appeal’s to us, while a villain is someone who we generally consider as evil and who is in
direct conflict with the hero. While this definition is very general, it is applicable to all heroes
and villains without exception and as such will serve in the course of the thesis.

17

Mike Alsford, Heroes & Villains, pg 23-24
Mike Alsford, Heroes & Villains, pg 24
19
Rosemary Jackson, Fantasy: The literature of Subversion, p. 48
18
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1.3

Character Distinctions

While we have a general concept of what heroes and villains are, it is crucial to realize
not only that there are many subtypes of each and that the boundaries between them are
unclear, but also that we cannot distinguish only heroes and villain in a text. This idea partly
comes from structuralism, that regularly distinguishes between different types of characters,
splitting them into many arbitrary subtypes based on different qualities such as the genre
where they appear (epic hero, romance hero …), the role they play (main character, supporting
character …), or their nature (tragic hero, romantic hero …).
Yet, as all of these terms are far too narrow in meaning to serve in the course of the
thesis, all the humanoid characters discussed here will be split into three different subtypes
(the peripheral, the passive, and the active), which will allow us to concentrate only on the
most desired character qualities of only relevant for the thesis as well as analyze the
characters in their existential context. It is important to distinguish this, as not all characters
can be analyzed the same way and ignoring this fact could cause confusion during the course
of the thesis. This distinction is partly motivated by Vladimir Propp’s distinction of “functions
20
among dramatis personae ” where he distinguishes characters based on the role they

perform in the tale into heroes, villains, dispatchers, donors, helpers, princesses and false
heroes. His distinction is generally applicable, but not in all points of time. Likewise, it does not
cover all characters appearing in modern fantasy and some of the distinguishing features are
applicable only for simple, black-and-white scenarios, which is why we will distinguish only
three categories based on the activeness and the readers’ connection to the characters. This
distinction is only present to clarify what sort of characters will actually be examined in the
following chapters.
The peripheral are the character prototypes. They are also the characters which we
know of but which we either do not meet, or meet only for a short amount of time. They are
the absolute prototypes of the heroes, villain or supporting characters. An example of a
peripheral character would be Sauron, we all hear about him, know where to find him, and we
know that he is the manifestation of absolute evil and that he needs to be defeated. Yet, we
never meet him in person and do not see his view of the events. Similarly, in ‘ The Way of
Shadows’ series, we encounter two ‘god-kings’; father and son whose evil deeds we interpret
only based on their character type. The father is mostly shown as a true villain (peripheral),
20

Vladimir Propp, Morphology of the Folktale, p. 12
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while his son (active) is portrayed as a sympathetic hero, yet they both commit absolutely
same atrocities. The main thing which stops the son from being called a villain while he
commits these atrocities is the fact that we see them committed through his point of view, and
we see his dislike of them even as he does them, yet if he was an unseen like his father he
would be viewed like a true villain as well. The same applies for the true ‘heroes’, which are
very rare.
The peripheral characters are seen only as an idea. When we meet the ‘active’
character, we realize that they have good and bad qualities, they are not perfect and we see
the things that make them human and so, more realistic.
The peripheral can be either those characters which pose as the ‘active’ but are not,
such as a wise man who advises the hero. An example of this can be Dumbledore who, while
being present in most of the series, always remains a mysterious and distanced figure, as can
be seen, for example, in Harry’s conversation with Doge when on the question whether he
knew Dumbledore well Doge answers “as well as anyone. *…+ Certainly I knew him the
21
longest ”. We meet him personally, see him as a purely good authoritative figure in the book,

yet he does not do commit any actual heroic deeds and is not even present in the majority of
the story. Or there are those who do not influence the action in the tale in any way by their
presence, yet they played a role in forming other characters. It can, for example, be the long
dead father of the villain (ex. the father of Tom Riddle in Harry Potter). He is already long dead
when the story takes place, but he is discussed and his existence helped to form his son’s
character, especially his hatred of muggles. The Villains are usually peripheral, but not always,
especially in the modern period. Heroes, on the other hand, are almost always active, though
peripheral heroes are sometimes present as secondary characters (ex. the father of Havelok in
Havelok the Dane).
The passives are the ‘setting’ characters. They are the characters that we meet but
who live their lives and do not choose to do any heroic or villainous actions. In other words,
they are the living background to the tale; the baker at the corner or the farmer that gives the
hero a shelter for the night. An example of this could be Angelica, Bilbos’ niece who the reader
knows nothing about only that she is a “young Baggins, and too obviously considered her face

21

J. K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, p. 152
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22
shapely ”. They are necessary for the existence of a tale but have no importance for the

thesis.
The active are all the character that we meet and whose behavior in some way
corresponds to figure I, which is partly based on the features of traditional protagonist pattern
as defined by Peter Hunt in Alternative Worlds in Fantasy Fiction. These are the character
which we will focus on the most in the thesis as they are the most common category of heroes
and now, in the modern period, even of some villains. Not only that, no active characters are
either ‘black’ or ‘white’. The authors attempt to keep them as realistic as possible, even in the
realms of fantasy, through both the use of stylistic (ex. focalization) and semantic (ex. lack of
idealization of the hero) features. This is plainly visible in the character of the Hound, who is
usually shown as a terrifying ‘killer’ but sometimes he shows his vulnerable side, such as when
he tells Sansa Stark the tale of his scars making her “afraid for him23”.
There are only a few minor problems with determining which category a character
belongs to. One is the fact that a character status is not stationary; it can change. An example
of this would be Severus Snape in Harry Potter. He is first a neutral character than we perceive
him as a villain and finally as a hero. This introduces a question of how to determine what
category he belongs in? As such a drastic change (an occurrence where a character shifts
multiple times) usually occurs in a series, not in a single book, it is either possible to assess him
individually in each book or volume. Or we consider him in relation to all the stages the
character appeared at.
Another problem with determining a character category is the fact that very few
characters are always constant in their behavior. This problem is similar to the first one and
can be dealt with in the same way. Not to mention that, in both cases, the character status can
usually be determined from the general trends found in his thinking and behavior. Either way,
neither one of these hindrances causes any significant problem for the distinction of the
character types.

22
23

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring, p. 27
George R. R. Martin, A Game of Thrones, p. 303
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Chapter Two – The evolution of heroes in fantasy
This chapter aims to provide a brief evolution of the heroes and villains since Old
English literature until modern cross-over fantasy. As this is a vast time span, only few mayor
texts will be analyzed as examples, ending with a complete overview with the summary of
generalized features. Due to the limited number of texts, generalization of the observations
will be necessary, however this should not present a problem as the texts will be analyzed in
the general context of their time and genre, so the generalization are not based only on their
concrete analyses, rather they serve as specific examples of the observed changes.
This evolution throughout the history of fantasy literature is present in order to show
some of the lasting trends as well as the changing aspects the hero and villain when contrasted
against the society of the respective work’s time. It is true that some of the tales used in this
chapter would not be strictly characterized as fantasy, but for the purpose of observing the
change in the portrayal of heroes, a broader definition which characterizes fantasy as a “genre
of imaginative fiction involving magic”24 will be used.
Before proceeding further it is important to outline which specific changes are
expected. This thesis primarily aims to show the change in the values, virtues and acts of the
heroes and villains, but will also mention other factors which promote the specific
aforementioned factors. Among these are factors such as the intended medium of the tale, the
change in the point of view and the changing focus of the tale and the effect which these
factors create.
There is a change from oral to textual medium, with a change in the point of view and
focus of the tale appearing sometime in the Early Modern English texts, these changes are
important as the “narratives invariably have thematic purposes and functions, whether
deliberately *…+ or implicitly25”. The trend of stressing loyalty and the search for glory will be
toned down and replaced with the ideas of self sacrifice and chivalry for the sake of others,
sometime during the Middle Ages. During this period it is also possible to observe the change
in the characteristics of the hero, in that character will be emphasized over physical strength
and his qualities will not always exceed unrealistic limits.
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2.1: Old English Literature – Beowulf

It is logical to begin with the first large heroic poem which marks the beginning of
English literature, Beowulf. It is made in accordance with the “traditional poetic and narrative
forms of public oral performance”26 Though it shows us the pre-Christian past it is,
nevertheless, affected by Christianity in the persona of the narrator, which is probably caused
by the fact that Christian scribes have recorded the ‘heathen’ poem which was passed orally
centuries before, since a copy of Beowulf comes from manuscripts written around 1000 A.D.,
thought it probably first assumed its form some two to three hundred years earlier and its
setting is placed in the fifth or sixth century.
As the medium of Old English tales was primarily oral it only allows for the subjective
point of view of the narrator, in this way the reader is refused a close connection with
Beowulf, his adversaries and other characters. The focus of the tale is mainly on Beowulf not
on any of the villains, that way the reader is further removed from the villains and has to
believe the words of the narrator and the positive characters when judging them. This distance
increases the notion of ‘otherness’ in our perception of the villain which also serves in making
the villains into alienated characters.
Beowulf himself shows a combination of several heroic factors. Primarily he poses as a
typical Old English hero. Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe27 states that one of the most important
values of the Old English heroes was the loyalty of a lord and his retainer, which corresponds
to the values found in Beowulf. Michael Alexander characterizes Beowulf in the context of
heroic poetry as such, describing him as a “the prowess, strength and courage of a single male,
undismayed and undefeated in the face of all adversaries and in all adventures.” He “*…+
surpasses other men and his aristeia is rewarded by fame. He represents the ultimate of
human achievement in a heroic age, and embodies its ideal. Though he must die, his glory lives
on.”28 While this description does not fully apply to all Old English heroes, it characterizes the
majority of them as found in heroic epics and Beowulf serves as the embodiment of these
virtues, though he is far removed from what a present day reader would consider a typical
hero.
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Beowulf is not selfless, he is eager for praise and for personal immortality that he will
achieve through his heroic deeds. He eagerly searches for any conflict that will assure the rise
of his fame and during the time of peace he promotes his name by being a ‘gold friend’ and
‘ring giver’ to his loyal people, he gives feasts and mead to encourage their loyalty. On one
hand that makes the society of the time seem highly materially oriented, as acts of heroism
and virtues such as loyalty are bought, both by money and by actions, not inspired by any
sense of ‘good’, on the other hand there is a far greater emphasis on the importance of these
virtues. A clash of loyalties presents a true conflict for the hero; revenge for a dead comrade is
considered an absolute obligation for which a man doesn’t hesitate to risk his life. These
conflicts and tests of virtue do not fully fit into our current society as the characters’ obligation
to his alliance is considered more important than his personal interests, even if the fulfillment
of these obligations can also be prosperous for the hero. The trend of the hero adventuring
solely for personal gain or obligation will decline during the Middle English period, but will
partly return during the present day fantasy, though slightly changed in that the hero starts
questing for personal gain but his original intentions will become more ‘noble’ and society
oriented during his quest.
In Beowulf’s inhuman strength, a characteristic which was commonly given to the main
characters at the time, we can also see aspects of a folkloric hero. This connection is further
supported by the fact that the character of Beowulf is modeled on an even older Bear’s Son
tale. Some aspects of the folkloric hero also survive in the present day fantasy heroes, though
they have been significantly toned down. Folkloric heroes and villains often demonstrate
unparalleled physical strength and appearance. They can be ten feet tall or have the strength
to tear a man limb from limb, so they are from the first moment singled out as ‘special’. While
some of these aspects are present in present day fantasy they take on significantly different
parameters. Present day heroes and villains often have a talent which cannot be exceeded by
others, but these talents are rarely of physical nature as they are in folkloric tales, rather they
are often magical and psychical. Also, the present day heroes often have not truly mastered
these talents, he or she has access to them in times of need and if they manage to master
them, it is usually before or during the texts’ climax or when the final battle is being fought.
This is in opposition to the heroes of folklore and heroic epic, who are usually acquainted with
their power since birth and actively use it in all their quests.
The villains are also significantly different. They are created in perfect concord with the
notion of otherness. In Beowulf we can observe three villains (though we are told that he
fought with many more); Grendel, his mother and the dragon. These villains are alienated from
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the reader in every possible way. They are alienated by the mode, as the narrator focuses
almost entirely on Beowulf and all the villains are introduced only as purely evil, they are not
even humanoids, which is rare for present day villains. All villains share the same folkloric
characteristics as the heroes and are all ‘monsters’ that are not even part of this world and
only enter it to cause harm.

2.2: Middle Ages- Havelok the Dane

After the fairly consistent trends present in the portrayal of a hero and a villain in Old
English literature we continue into the Middle Ages. Many trends present in the Old English
literature survive in the literature of Middle Ages though some new values are introduced.
There is also a strong rise in Christianity, which is present in the texts of this time as well as a
rise of chivalry, which were popular at the time. These factors are combined in the most
popular genre containing features of fantasy of the time; the romance. Of course, romance is
not a genre of fantasy, but it often employs supernatural phenomenon, as is the case in the
romance discussed below; Havelok the Dane.
There is a greater number of texts written in Middle English period as opposed to Old
English so there is a greater variety and we may encounter several different versions of a single
tale. This is also the case of the tale of Havelok, but as there are several versions the focus will
be solely on the Middle English Havelok the Dane. Julie Couch focuses on the different and
unique way in which Havelok is presented in this version. She states that, “as opposed to other
29
heroes of the time who were confident in their position, Havelok is presented as vulnerable ”

character which is dependent on the good will of supporting characters; he is a popular hero
whose victory is assured not only by his own merit but by the fact that all other characters,
high or low, are drawn to him.
This is greatly atypical for heroes at the time, but it brings Havelok closer to the
modern heroes. He still has some aspects which make him ‘special’, mainly his birth right,
which is portrayed as nearly a physical thing, manifested by a mark on his shoulder, a lightbeam coming out of his mouth when he sleeps and by his uncommonly fair looks which greatly
resemble his deceased father. Along with this, he retains the folkloric strength which is lost to
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the majority of current heroes, but it is not exaggerated in the same way. Physical strength is
portrayed as “experience liberated *…+ that surpasses the bounds of empirical reality30”, but is
not one of the heroes’ main attributes. However, he loses the pure nature of the unseen hero;
he is no longer perfect, the reader is even presented with helpless and cowardly aspects of his
personality.
There is also a shift in the nature of the villains. As opposed to the cursed monsters in
Beowulf the antagonists in Havelok are both human and nearly indistinguishable from other
characters except by their reputation which was first good, them being “a true man, wise in
31
counsel and deed, and feared by men ”and “a rich man they believed to be true, the king’s
32
own friend ”, but which became evil after gaining a position of power. In this way the villains

are not and were not purely evil, rather it allows the possibility of a good or neutral character
becoming evil due to circumstances. Even when they became the antagonists, they retained
some humanity; for example Godrich did not try to kill Goldborow only sought to remove her
right to the throne by a marriage to “the best, fairest and strongest man alive33” and Godard
was in all his brutality not capable of killing young Havelok himself. He even upheld the
tradition of a ‘ring-giver’ and ‘gold-friend’ of old and secured the loyalty of his men to the
extent that they returned to his side and fought for him even knowing of his past misdeeds.
These changes in both the hero and the villain are crucial as they prepare the ground
for the current ambiguity of their nature. Both sides take a more human form and, though they
are distinguished by their extraordinary abilities, there is less stress on its uniqueness. Havelok
is not the invincible hero of old that fights for glory and the people, but a scared individual
with his faults, who fights only to protect himself and his wife and who is greatly dependent on
the help of other supporting characters. The narrator has also changed in that he is
emotionally involved in the tale and so he forces his subjective feeling onto the listener, it is
the main thing which stresses the evil nature of the villains.

2.3: Victorian Era – Dracula
30
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Moving beyond romances, the following section concentrates on the Victorian Era.
The era of Renaissance and romanticism will be overlooked, partly due to the blooming of
theater and lyrical texts, which do not always allow the particular portrayal of heroes and
villains as required by the thesis, more specifically these texts deal with shorter time spans and
so show a less complex nature of characters. The Victorian Era introduced the novel as well as
trend of realism, which appears unfavorable for ‘fantasy’ literature; however, remainders of
the Romantic Movement introduced the aspect of the supernatural which were employed in
gothic romances and other genres connected with the macabre.
However, Victorian literature was open to fantasy other ways as well. During this era,
there appear many works connected with fantasy, primarily connected with children’s fiction
and fairy stories, but as Stephen Prickett points out, many realist authors “shaded of into
fantasy” as they tried “to do justice to the richness and complexity of their world34”. As realism
requires selective omission of certain facts it is, in a sense, “always an illusion” and fantasy
allows in realism becomes “the most philosophical form of fiction” as it gives “scope to man’s
35
deepest dreams and most potent ideas ”.

Of course, a tale which needs to be mentioned from this era is that of Bram Stoker’s
Dracula. While it is not a typical example of a modern fantasy due to the horror features
present, it uses many features common for present day fantasy. Attempting to add more
realism to the tale, it is written in an epistolary format which allows us to see different
subjective points of view. The story also introduces several main heroes (though one still has a
dominant position) which was not so common before but which becomes more used in
36
present-day fantasy texts. In this way the text attempts to produce different ‘manifestations ’

of reader’s responses, striving not for black-and-white but interpretable characters.
However, it is the main villain of the story, Count Dracula, which is the most important
for the thesis. It is an example of an active villain. Though the story does not provide his point
of view, it allows the readers to observe him for a longer period of time thought different
perspectives. Thanks to this he is shown as a much more sympathetic figure than the villains of
the past. He is not shown as a solely negative and the readers can partly interpret his behavior
as caused by external features. The same can be said about Lucy, who is suddenly described as
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possessing “cold-bloodedness37” as opposed to her previously loving nature. She becomes a
victim that was tainted by Dracula’s evil as opposed to being strictly called a villain herself.
This approach removes a great amount of ‘otherness’ which usually surrounds the villains. This
‘otherness’ is supplemented by the fact that Dracula and the sisters are vampires while the
heroes are human, this is partly meant to encourage the connection between the heroes and
the reader while aliening him from the villains.

2.4: Overview

In the points made above, it becomes evident how much the character status
changed. The hero and villain of modern fantasy are highly variable as they employ all the past
existing themes. They do not have a strictly set model to which they have to correspond, as
was the practice since the Old English time, but are variably constructed according to the
vague notion that a hero should be generally ‘good’ and the villain generally ‘evil’. During the
centuries it was possible to perceive strictly observed models and schemas for heroes and
villains, which were very slow to change and the changes were motivated by extraneous
circumstances.
In the Old English period where existed a harsh society where men needed to fight in
order to establish their place in the world, we encounter heroes as people of unmatched
strength and ability with a generous mind (gold-friends, ring-givers) fighting only for his glory
and to fulfill their obligations. Such men represent the ideals of the society, where a powerful
and ‘honorable’ warrior receives great rewards for his achievements. Though death often
follows, the hero is ready for it and his name will not be forgotten as he made his mark in the
world.
The villains also reflect the historical context. In a brutal society with a limited
understanding of the world around them and with much stress on superstition, it is logical that
we encounter

villains which often cannot even be considered human, they are powerful

forces of the ‘other’ which pose a threat to the society and as such must be destroyed. They
are alienated from the reader or the audience both by the oral mode of the tales which do not
allow for different points of view and by the immediate negative attitude shown by the
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narrator who often describes them as ‘fiends’ or the ‘son’s of Cain’. The situation is purely
black and white; there is no desire to understand the opposite side or to show any inclination
of mercy. From the start it is expected that the villain of the tale will die, often with the hero
following.
The situation is very different in the Middle Ages. The English society is greatly
influenced by the French due to the Norman invasion. The society became ‘proven’ and ability
to fight ceased to be the most important talent for a man, the hierarchy has also changed, and
a man as a warrior lost some of its importance. The French introduce the genre of romance
and in it the themes of court and chivalry. In this way the proud warrior hero of unparalleled
strength is then turned into a humble hero of unparalleled virtues for whom a quest is neither
a necessity nor an opportunity to establish his place in a society, but a tempting possibility to
either improve himself or gain an unspecified prize.
The main hero is chosen by birth and belongs to either the royalty or the high court. He
continues to posses extreme strength or ability, but it does not always exceed the realm of
possibility, though some romantic heroes continue with the folkloric tradition. Beside this, the
hero is exceedingly fair in appearance and, most importantly, he is humble, chivalric and
upkeeps the Christian virtues. This mirrors the importance of the reign and religion at the time.
The ideal man combines nobility and the belief of the church, he journeys for the possibility of
self improvement which is also often accompanied by a more material prize. Furthermore, the
hero’s quest does not end in his demise, and the hero is free to enjoy the earnings of his
journey.
The villains themselves are still alienated from the reader, but not to such an extent.
The reader is deprived of their point of view, but the now humanoid adversary has his
motivation explained, either by himself (as is the case in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight) or
by the narrator (as is the case in Havelock the Dane). The villains also do not necessarily need
to die for the hero to avoid their threat.
This era shows the introduction of several factors evident in the present-day hero. First
of all, while the story is still largely subjective, it is no longer purely black or white. The hero no
longer relies solely on his strength to succeed, but on other qualities or allies. The chivalric
standard of the hero is also closer to what we consider as ‘good’ though it is not greatly
observed by present- day heroes.
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Continuing into the Victorian Era, even greater changes occur. The mode of the tale is
no longer oral and the primary genre became the novel. In reaction to the Romantic
Movement we see the introduction of realism and detailed psychological portrayal of
characters. Due to this the authors aim to make their heroes, even in texts containing
supernatural phenomenon, appear as realistic as possible. They no longer posses superhuman qualities; though they are often gifted in a certain area, it is not exceedingly so, and
they appear as normal humans who appear in an extreme situation which allows them to fully
express their character. They are not chosen for any special purpose, nor do they actively
search for a quest; rather, they are forced to react to an unusual situation and often need
allies to do so. This last idea continues to a great extend in the trends of present – day fantasy.
The villains also become much closer to those found in present- day fantasy, though
not so much in their nature as in their portrayal. The reader of a novel can actually observe the
villain for a longer period of time and even sympathize with him. The villain is even given an
excuse for his actions, though he is still marked as evil and possessing ‘otherness’, he is no
longer aliened from the audience and we are free to create our opinions about him. He is no
longer a purely negative character, but a highly active character. This is a key factor in
differentiating the past and present fantasy villains; their actions are given an excuse.
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Chapter Three – The Present Day Heroes and Villains
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the developing trends found in the previous
chapter and to examine the way in which they are realized (ex. villain’s point of view increases
the reader’s sympathy towards him) using examples from present day cross-over fantasy. This
chapter will be divided into five sections consisting of: the summary of the variable trends, the
influences of Christianity, Nihilism and moral relativity (this section focusing on distinction
between good and evil), feminism (ex. the effect of increased female independence on heroes
and villains), and capitalism and globalization (ex. preference of certain characters, different
understanding of otherness).
It is slightly complicated to set a date on the beginnings of modern fantasy, but in this
thesis the time after 1945 will be used. This is done for two main reasons. First of all, it is
because the end of the World War II changed much of society and it’s ideas. The terrors of the
war challenged the traditional views on morality, which lead to the gradual decrease in
amount of Christian believers and brought about a skeptical outlook on life and ethics. Also,
the absence of a large number of men caused the women to become viewed as more equally
integrated into the society. The second reason for the choice of date is the fact that J. R. R.
Tolkien, who is widely considered to be the ‘father of modern fantasy’, wrote greatly during
this time period, even if his first work, The Hobbit was published some ten years earlier. These
reasons are also chosen by others dealing with modern fantasy, such as Ann Swinfen who also
chooses the period after 1945 to examine modern fantasy, saying that although the period was
arbitrarily chosen, “it witnessed a considerable expansion in the publishing of works in this
genre and the emergence of notable novels by a new generation of writers in both Britain and
38
America. ”

Regardless of that, it is important to realize that during the time span from 1945 until
today, both literature and popular culture of the world was changing drastically, as will be
elaborated later in the chapter. It is a highly dynamic period and for that reason we will
encounter significant differences between individual works. However, the active and
subjectively interpreted nature of the heroes and most villains is a fairly consistent factor
among them. Many heroes also acquire features that used to be associated with villains.
38
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3.1 Changing Trends
As we saw in the previous chapter, fantasy literature is constantly changing and
evolving in reaction to the changes happening in the society. Nevertheless, some social
changes have a greater effect than others; such as the change in religion as it brings with it a
change in value and belief systems (part 3.2); or the change in the social structure (3.3 & 3.4)
as it causes an expansion of readership and introduction of different character trends.
The valued characteristics of heroes changed and we saw raw strength and absolute
loyalty replaced first by chivalry and latter by a desire to help those in need. Female heroes
and supporting characters increase in number, though they conform to certain stereotypes
and all heroes lose some of their independence.

Characters became more human and

complex and the readers started to receive an insight into their lives and motives through
shifting points of view which, among other effects, causes many villains to be perceived as
sympathetic characters. Chivalric virtues lose their importance for the heroes and they start to
act more for personal gain (such as a desire for a better life, for example in the case of Kilar in
The Way of Shadows wants to become an assassin because, as he sais “I never want to be
39

afraid ) or out of need (such as the need for Jorg to rid himself of his curse in The Prince of
Thorns) rather than starting a quest for a higher purpose.

3.2 Christianity, Nihilism & Moral Relativity

Christianity completely dominated morals in English literature since early Middle
English, and many of its values still play an important role when determining a ‘good’ and a
‘bad’ action or character. However, since then Christianity gradually lost its importance,
especially in the modern times (as statistics show that in Britain only there was a decrease in
40

Christianity by twelve percent since 2001 and it was the only mayor decreasing religion ), the
two world wars challenged the Christian views on ethics further and globalization encouraged
if not complete acceptance than at least tolerance of other belief systems. This reduced the
effect of Christianity in the popular culture and literature.
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In the first place, faith ceased to be one of the most important virtues of a hero and
God ceased to be used as an unseen character. As was the case in the literature of the past
where the characters trusted in God to aid them in accomplishing their tasks and both invoked
and were answered by him (as can be seen in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight when Gawain
begs Mary to be able to properly celebrate the birth of Christ and promptly arrives to the
castle of the Green Knight). In modern fantasy literature hero places his faith in himself and
the characters supporting him. God may be invoked, but no reaction is expected and, usually,
Christian god is not even referred to.
On a deeper level, the loss of Christianity from the society has an effect on the
perception of ethics. The Ten Commandments ceased to play an important role in determining
the heroic or villainous nature of a character. Both can freely break them and kill (ex. The hero
Kylar is an assassin who kills both ‘innocent and good’ as well as ‘evil’ characters and the villain
41
God-king kills in the same manner as they both consisted life to be “nothing precious ”), steal

or bear false witness. These factors no longer play any major role in distinguishing the hero
from the villain.
This is not the case in all modern fantasy and some authors believe that there is a
strong underlining religious influence in many modern fantasy texts. Stating that the “religious
idealism tends primarily to be concerned with worlds beyond this world, with life in relation to
42
death, with temporal existence in relation to eternity ”. However, as this is not strictly related

to the nature of the characters, it is not of much importance.
The shift away from Christianity along with the horrors of the war brought about a rise
of skepticism that increased the popularity of nihilist believes, which are philosophical
doctrines that propagate “total rejection of prevailing religious beliefs, moral principles, laws,
etc*…+43” which results “often from a sense of despair and the belief that life is devoid of
meaning.” Also in more general terms which are “merging with extended use of sense” are
“negativity, destructiveness, hostility to accepted beliefs or established institutions.44”,
especially moral nihilism which insists that moral values are not inherent and that all
established moral values are created by the people obeying them spread (this is mirrored in
the ten percent increase of people without religion which is just about synonymous with the
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45

decrease in Christianity ). This is a rather extreme reaction which sharply contrasts with the
strict approach of Christianity that propagated innate and unassailable lists of ethical
guidelines.
The approach of moral relativity, while it also refuses a subjective approach of a single
culture or religion towards ethics, in a way diverges from nihilism. While dictating that morality
is a relative matter, it is less extreme in that it does not deny the unassailable existence of
moral rules, only that acts which appear immoral require a purely objective approach which
takes into account things such as the culture or the situation. In terms of heroes and villains it
is more important than the nihilist approach because it encourages the readers to try and
empathize with both the hero and the villain and to debate whether some of the ‘evil’ acts
committed by the characters are truly evil and because there are no actual fantasy heroes
(unless they are intended to be psychopaths) who would completely reject all moral principles.
This belief system spread partly due to the absence of Christianity but largely due to the effect
of globalization and for this reason it is not completely evident in the earlier modern fantasy
works, such as those of J. R. R. Tolkien.
However, even then it already starts to be employed with some of the secondary
‘villains’ or negative characters. Using the example of Tolkien, he employs it partly with
Gollum, in The Lord of the Rings, stressing the fact that the true evil does not lie in him, but in
the ring whose power he was subjected to. This makes his ill-doings seem not as evil, but as
pitiable and excusable, as is suggested by Gandlaf when he replies to Frodos’ acusations of
Gollum with “it might have happened to others, even to some that I have known46”. This
feeling is further supported by the developing similarity between Gollum and Frodo, with
whom the audience sympathizes. This trend of excusing the ‘evil’ nature of a character,
however, is not extended to other ‘villains’ in the tale, especially the main villain Sauron. He is
a prototypical unseen villain, being only an alienated presence with a single desire to rule all
and having only the intention of destroying anything which stands in his way. The reader is in
no way encouraged to try and interpret the motives beyond his actions.
Currently the tendencies to have morally ambiguous characters grow even stronger.
This can be seen in Harry Potter where all ‘villains’ have their actions explained or are excused
in some way. Lord Voldemort is given a sorrowful past as Tom Riddle which explains many of
his motivations such as his hatred for muggles or his fascination with lineage. Malfoy acts only
45
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as a bully, but when offered the possibility to be truly ‘evil’ he refuses to take it, and avoids
both doing the killing himself (as is the case with professor Dumbledore) and even being
responsible for someone’s death indirectly (as is the case when he sais “I can’t be sure47” when
asked to identify Harry).
3.3 Feminism
The changing attitude towards women in the society also plays an important role in
defining certain character traits; however, while the position of women was becoming
stronger in the society, it is not proportionally mirrored by the fantasy literature. While it is
true that there are many more female heroes and important female supporting characters.
Their behavior does not mirror that of their male counterparts. They are still depicted
according to certain stereotypes. They require constant aid from the supporting male
characters and there are almost none main female villains.
Nevertheless while some feminist changes took place, they are not evident in all of the
modern fantasy literature and it is possible to observe a transgression in the role of female
characters since the beginnings of modern fantasy as well. For example, when observing
Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings we do not find any lead female characters though there is “the
48
occasional heroine ”, which is an improvement from The Hobbit, where there were “no
49
women in the story at all ”. There are only three women of any importance; Arwen, Galadriel

and Eowyn. Yet while all of them are in a certain sense in a position of power (for example
Galadriel being queen of the wood elves and a powerful sorceress), they all to a great extent
fulfill their stereotypical female roles.
In The Lord of the Rings Galadriel functions an unseen character she is wise, but she is
also a beautiful object of admiration perceived almost as a goddess much like women in
50
chivalric romances, she also function as an “ideal mother ” both for her people and to Frodo.

Arwen, while being slightly more active is also portrayed as a beautiful, noble object of desire
in much the same way following the script of a romance; as can be seen in the first scene with
her appearance where she is described as “the likeness of Luthien had come on earth again,
and she was called *…+ the Evenstar of her people51”. The only one who strays from the
romance portrayal is Eowyn who is, on one hand, a heroine in the sense that she actively joins
47
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the fight and at the end of her ‘quest’ defeats the Witch-king of Angmar, Lord of the Nazgul.
On the other hand, however, she for the most part fulfills her role as a daughter and shield
maiden of Rohan and actively act only once so she functions much the same as the crossdressed women in Renaissance drama, where they cross-dress in order to achieve a single feat
but otherwise are typical representatives of their sort.
This sharply contrasts with newer texts, such as Harry Potter where we have roughly
an equal number of male and female characters and some of the lead characters are female.
Many of these, however, lack any major purpose and instead seem to function only as the
addition to their male counterparts, expanding on their female roles. This can be seen in the
tendency of all mayor older female characters to function as “metaphorical mothers52” (ex.
McGonagall, who appears rather feminist in that she is an accomplished professor at Hogwarts
and the head of the Gryffindor house, functions as a metaphorical mother for her students,
providing “discipline and rigidity53”), especially for Harry, and all mayor younger female
characters to function as ‘pairs’ to their male counterparts (ex. Fleur, who is a champion
chosen as the best from her entire school to compete in the tri wizard tournament, becomes
Bill’s wife and needs to “prove her love54” to her future mother-in-law).
Another one of this category is Hermione, who is the most capable character in the
series and though she never participates in the final battles with Voldemort she makes all
those encounters possible for Harry. She possesses outstanding wit, memory and bravery. Yet,
while she seems to be the only feministic heroine, she is also affected by some of the female
stereotypes. She is not portrayed as beautiful since the beginning, but her feminine qualities
are stressed since the fourth book of the series where she is portrayed as desirable for
someone as popular as Victor Krum and latter for Ron as well. Her sudden femininity is even
55
shocking for other characters who just stare since she ceases to “look like Hermione at all ”.

She also possesses a kind heart and is not able to stand injustices such as those she perceives
as committed on the house elves.
Another aspect of feminism can be seen in the changing character of the male main
heroes as well, as they are no longer fully independent and confident in their position. They
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often find themselves in positions where they need to be rescued; they are often insecure and
need support and understanding from other supporting characters. This can be seen in the
character of Harry Potter. Until the absolute end of the series he is fully dependent on the help
and protection of other characters. Even the scenes where he faces Voldemort alone at the
end most books he survives only thanks to a great amount of luck and assistance. Such as in
Harry Potter and The Sorcerer’s Stone where Harry would not be able to reach the stone if Ron
and especially Hermione had not gotten rid of all the obstacles and when alone with professor
Quirel he survives only thanks to his mother’s sacrifice which makes Voldemort unable to
touch him.
Yet even when taking into account that modern fantasy underwent further evolution,
it is questionable whether the changes in this area are truly significant, the number of female
characters may have increased in number, but they are still largely created based on certain
prototypes, such as that the female heroes are beautiful, kind (even if this is sometimes
masked by a roughness of manner as can be seen, for example, in the Hunger Games series,
when the heroine Katniss Everdeen tells her cat “ I am going to cook you56”, though she wants
to keep it safe for her sister) and they require the constant assistance of a male supporting
characters.
The fact that female heroes cannot succeed without the aid of their male support is
clearly visible in texts such as The Golden Compass. There is a character Lyra who, during the
first book, is regarded as a heroine but makes barely any accomplishments of her own, though
she sets many events into motion as she is “familiar with the way of ideas57”. In all the other
conflicts she is either saved or aided by numerous supporting characters such as Iorek, or
Scoresby. Her main talent, however, seems to be only to attract them. What more, even the
author did not aim to give her feminist qualities as her “predominant image is one of *…+
emotionally deprived girl on the verge of adolescence, who is seeking her identity and
58
purpose ”.

3.4 Capitalism and Globalization
Globalization is closely connected with both the introduction of moral relativity and
with the capitalist outlook on literature, as it became important to appeal to a particular group
of readers in order for a book to have the greatest possible audience. This is accomplished by
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the combination of many factors brought by the variable nature of fantasy which “both
59
reflects and transcends its time ”.

The influence of capitalism on the nature of heroes and villains is also great though it is
not often commented on. We live in a capitalistically oriented society and many of the current
authors make their living by writing. Also, due to globalization, it is possible to talk about
world-wide completion on the market. Unlike in the past when texts were written for a
relatively narrow audience (based upon connection to the author, class or religion) the texts
are now written with the intention to appeal to the widest possible audience. This greatly
changes the approach to characters. They are offered higher class flexibility (usually moving
from the lower to a higher class). Race and religion are sometimes used to distinguish
characters, but while they borrows features from existing religions, they are almost always
made-up (For example the religions differentiating people in The Game of Thrones are the
beliefs in the old gods, the seven, the red god, the drowned god…)
A wonderful example of using globalist trends to achieve a good capitalist result is J. K.
Rowling. Her Harry Potter series was published in over 200 countries, making J. K. Rowling one
of the richest people in Britain with wealth of over a billion pounds. It is impossible to point
out the exact reasons for her success, but some features of her series made her intended
audience global. Some of these are the multicultural features found in Harry Potter. There is
contact with other nations such as France and Bulgaria in the Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire, where the tri wizard tournament was created for the specific purpose of forming a
connection between witches and wizards from different countries takes place. As Hermione
said “This whole tournament's supposed to be about getting to know foreign wizards and
60
making friends with them! ”.

Besides this evident attempt at multicultural connection there is also a international
variety to be found within the student body, where we have young witches and wizards from
different cultures and races which are indicated by names such as Cho Chang or Padma. There
is no tension between classes, different cultures or religious groups. On a wider scale the
conflict is between pure blooded witches and wizards and the muggles. In the realm of the
school there is conflict between arbitrary formed houses, which are formed on the bases on
one dominant characteristic of a person, but also taking into account the personal preference
of the wizard.
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Globalization also modifies our understanding of ‘otherness’. Characters which are
unknown or exotic do not always have an association with being ‘evil’ as was the case in the
past, for example in Lord of the Rings where all of Saurons’ forces from the east were evil only
by their geographic location.
Also, connected with capitalist outlook, is the trend of authors making heroes that are
behaving in an ‘evil’ manner or possessing ‘dark’ qualities. Though a reader expects a book to
follow certain scripts he requires some new and unique elements. Also these types of
61
characters “are far more interesting and have more in common with you and I ” and for this

reason “we can all relate” to them. For this reason the trend of choosing heroes from the
other end of the social or moral scale is an encouraged phenomenon. Hero’s who tended to
come from the higher class of the society are suddenly coming from poor backgrounds. And as
such, thanks to their origins, are very rough and inclined towards base or criminal actions (ex.
The Way of Shadows).
These types of heroes receive great popularity, which sometimes may even seem
surprising, given their nature. This opinion was also expressed by George R. R. Martin, when he
was interviewed about his The Game of Thrones series. When speaking about the popularity of
some villainous characters in the series, such as Sandor Clegane or Theon Greyjoy, he said that
he was “sometimes surprised62” at the reactions of fans (especially female fans) towards
villains when, in fact, they are “deeply troubled individuals with some very dark sides who
63
done some very dark things ”.

This can be easily shown on the character of Sandor Clegane, otherwise known as the
Hound, who is ‘a killer’ that does not shy away from murdering even a child (such as Mycah)
when ordered and even considers killing to be “the sweetest thing there is64”. He likes to drink
heavily, is rough, rude and ‘hateful’. Yet, at the same time, the readers perceive him as a
positive and popular character, a hero, as opposed to his brother who, while sharing many
similar characteristics with him, is perceived only as a villain.
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Chapter Four – Research and Analyses

The purpose of this chapter will be to observe the changing trends found in presentday fantasy literature and to examine the readers’ own preferences for the composition of the
hero and the villain. This part will be mainly determined by personal research based on
quantitative [questionnaire] and qualitative [focus group] data, which is aimed to support the
theoretical findings from the previous chapter. This data will be compared to the current
trends in fantasy literature. The chapter will also try to compose a new definition for the hero
and the villain based on the ideas introduced by the respondents, in this way it will also
expand on some of the ideas discussed in chapter one.
The preceding chapter focused on the influence and the realization of religion (mainly
Christianity), feminism, capitalism and globalization on the nature of heroes and villains. The
analyses showed that out of these factors, changes in religion had the greatest effect on the
character of heroes and villains, while feminism had a major effect on the array of characters.
This chapter intends to take the theoretical observations made in the previous chapter and
examine how they match with the actual response of the public.
The chapter will be divided into six sections introducing the research, summarizing the
findings, analyzing the general observations and reader formed definitions on the nature of
heroes and villains, the effect of feminism on the realization of characters and the responses of
the readers and the effect of readers’ religion on their perception of heroes and villains along
with the effect of moral relativity on the interpretation of the villains alone. Following section
will be observing the effect of the reader tendencies on globalization and capitalism. This will
be concluded by a short summary and the examination of potential problems of the
questionnaire, which could arise with the generalization of the results.

4.1 Research information

The questionnaire (figure II) consisted of fifteen questions focusing on the ideological
interpretation of characters (describing qualities which heroes and villains should posses) and
their concrete realizations (describing the qualities of the readers’ favorite heroes and villains
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and showing them in a concrete work). The amount of data collected from the questionnaire
consisted of eighty-one responses and the focus group consisted of fifteen people.
The questionnaires were given out both electronically (via social sites) and in paper
form (to the general public). The majority of responses came from readers between twenty
and thirty years old, thought there were a few older readers as well. For the most part, the
responses came from women (only 19.2 % of the responses came from men). The responses
came mostly from people that were either Czech (Slovak) or American.

4.2 General observations and re-defining the hero and the villain

There was a general tendency of giving positive characteristics to both heroes and
villains as well as stressing the general ‘attractiveness’ of characters (this was especially true
for the villains) in questions describing the ideal form of a hero or a villain. According to the
responses, a hero should be primarily intelligent, brave and loyal. A villain should also be
intelligent in addition to being highly attractive and mysterious. There were relatively few
responses that made any connection with the characters being defined by their ‘good’ or ‘evil’
qualities or actions.
Except the top three responses, there was a lot of variety in the characterization of the
hero, which was given by the readers, employing characteristics of the Old, Middle and
Victorian English heroes. The descriptions of the ideal villain were, compared to the hero, fairly
consistent. Besides the three most common defining characteristics, the responses commonly
gave positive characteristics such as cunning or charisma.
The characterization of the characters, however, proves to be quite useless when it
comes to defining heroes and villains as the characteristics chosen do not set them apart
significantly from each other or from other characters.

4.3 Feminism
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The results shown on the questionnaire completely match the theoretical results. On
the ideological level, both male and female readers make no serious distinction as to whether
a hero should be male or female, roughly 82.5 % agree that this does not matter. A villain is,
ideologically, even more neutral with 88.9 % of readers stating that a villains’ gender does not
matter. However, this sharply contrasts with reality where 88 % of the readers’ most
memorable villains are male. The situation of the hero corresponds more closely with the
ideological definition as 55.6 % of the responses stated that their favorite heroes are male and
44.4 % female that female.
There is, however, a large difference in the reasons why male and female readers
chose heroines as being their favorite. Women were more likely to choose a female hero when
she had truly feminist qualities, such as independence, practicality, or intelligence. Men usually
choose a male hero, but when they choose a heroine it is either because she has the qualities
they characterized as matching their description of the ideal hero or because she possesses
strictly ‘female’ qualities, such as being ‘sexy’, or ‘busty’.
This is also mirrored on the specific example of the Harry Potter series, where the most
common character chosen by women, as being their favorite, was Hermione, because she had
distinctly feminist qualities; however she and Luna Lovegood (chosen for the same reasons)
were the only female characters chosen. The men, again, tended to chose only male characters
such as Sirius Black or Severus Snape.
There was also a slight difference in the preferred character qualities of male and
female readers. Men were more likely to choose characteristics employed by Old English
heroes such as physical strength or loyalty, while women are more likely to choose Middle
English heroic characteristics such as chivalry. Yet both male and female readers agreed that
intelligence is the most important quality.

4.4 Religion

The link between religion and the characteristics of heroes and villains was also
significant and mirrored the theoretical analyses from the previous chapter. As was shown in
the section 3.2 there was, on one hand, a significant decrease in the number of Christian
believers which resulted in a decreasing effect of Christian ethics in determining the ‘good’ or
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‘evil’ nature of a character. On the other hand, the rising popularity of moral relativity, lead to
a growing preference for ‘human’ characters that posses both ‘good’ and ‘bad’ qualities and
the acceptance of the fact that some behavior can be, at least partially, tolerated or excused.
The first observation was greatly supported; the questionnaire showing that there is a
strong link between religious readers and their choice of character qualities. While only about
a third of Christian respondents showed a tendency to select ‘ethical’ qualities such as ‘good’,
‘honest’, ‘kind’ and ‘capable of self sacrifice’ when commenting on desirability of them in a
hero, they were the only ones that chose such qualities. The other respondents, be they
atheist or other, chose qualities that had nothing to do with ethics. When some of the
Christian respondents who did not choose ‘ethical’ qualities for the heroes were asked why
they think that those qualities are not foremost for them, they answered that they were not
‘active’ Christians in the sense that they did not go to church or read the bible attentively, only
believing that there is a God.
In the case of moral relativity there was not one consistent trend. The respondents
were almost equally divided on the question whether a villains’ deeds can be in any way
excused by external circumstances, with 15.4% of people saying that ‘yes’, 38.5% saying that
‘no’ and 46.1 % believing that it excuses the villain only ‘partly’. Regardless of the differences
in opinion, the majority (61.5%) are still willing to accept an explanation for ‘evil’ nature or
behavior of a character. This was further supported by the characteristics of villains; several of
the respondents directly compared the hero to the villain, saying that ideally a villain should
‘become a hero’. Something similar occurred with the respondents choosing characters such
as Severus Snape or Sirius Black as their favorites due to the fact that they were initially
confused with the villains but their behavior was later explained.
Another finding of the questionnaire was that there is a significant difference between
the theoretical description of characters and their concrete realizations. This does not happen
in case of the heroes, the responses between an ideal hero and ones’ favorite hero were
largely synonymous, but it happens with the villains. The ideal villain was characterized as
attractive and intelligent, and the only purely negative characteristic as him being evil and
sinful in nature, were relatively few. This negative attitude was, moreover, introduced mainly
by the Christian respondents. Otherwise the villain was removed from any purely negative
collocations, but only in theory.
The most memorable villains for the respondents were those that possessed the most
negative characteristics, though the villain continued to be chosen for being also physically
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attractive and intelligent. Yet even if this is the case, the respondents also chose characters
connected or confused with the villains as most popular such as Severus Snape, whose first
look at Harry causes that “a sharp, hot pain shot across the scar”65 and this sinister impression
is expanded by Percy’s comments about his knowledge of black magic.

4.5 Globalization & Capitalism

Overall, there does not seem to be a significant difference in the geographical location
of a reader and their character preferences which corresponds to his idea about stories that
“Profit mars them and their cultural heritage *…+” putting them “*…+ in danger of becoming
66
instrumentalized and commercialized ”.

As was mentioned in the previous chapter (section 3. 4), there is a trend of giving
‘villainous’ qualities or abilities to a hero. A possible reason, suggested for this phenomenon,
was that the stereotypical ‘good’ heroes are no longer completely unique and interesting so
the introduction of new characteristics was needed. The research shows that the villains hold a
much greater appeal for the majority of readers, so it supports this theory.
This can also be seen in the recent trend of making the villains more ‘active’, which
allows the readers to observe them more closely and interpret their behavior in depth. As was
seen in the second chapter, these trends started to manifest themselves already during the
Victorian era, as can be seen in, for example, Dracula; however, they expanded significantly
during the current era of modern fantasy.
This was further supported in the questionnaire by the large number of responses
suggesting that the acts of a villain can be excused (at least to an extent), even when the tale
does not include their point of view or significantly expands on the reasons for their behavior.
The readers seem to accept the sole suggestion that there is such a reason that it caused a
character to become evil, and this endorses compassion even if the reasons for it are vague.
In the example of Severus Snape and Sirius Black, who were chosen on the
questionnaire as some of most common favorite characters in the Harry Potter series, it is
possible to see how little is actually needed for the reader to completely forgive all the past
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evil done by a character (as is the case of Severus Snape, who was completely forgiven for the
fact that he killed Dumbledore, participated in the killing and torturing carried out by the other
deatheaters and that he allowed the students of Hogwarts to be tortured by the professors.
The fact that what he had done was completely forgiven is shown in the final book of the Harry
Potter series when Harry names his son after him as he was the “the braves man he ever
67
knew ”)

The same trend was further manifested in the examples from Harry Potter, with the
exception of Hermione Granger who was chosen as feminist hero for having the most common
heroic characteristics (intelligent, responsible, … ), the respondents chose slightly negative
characters such as Severus Snape or Sirius Black as their favorite characters also partly due to
their mysteriousness and the fact that they were first confused with the villains. Their
popularity is for these reasons, while the other more ‘positive’ characters were chosen only
sporadically and usually for reasons that had nothing to do with their character qualities (for
example, Dobby was chosen as favorite only due to his ‘cuteness’)

4.6 Evaluation

The questionnaire brought conclusive results; however, there are some potential
problems. The main problem is, whether it is possible to generalize the results of the
questionnaire on all readers of fantasy. The questionnaire was answered by people originating
from seven different countries, though the majority were either Czech (Slovak) or American,
and there were no significant differences in their answers so it should be possible to generalize
based on the readers’ geographic location.
The research was done mainly on people ranging from twenty to thirty years of age, so
it should be possible to generalize to others of this age group, but skepticism is justified as to
whether it can be generalized to other age groups. There were several respondents which
were older and their responses were indistinguishable from the younger respondents and in a
discussion they also did not, for the most part, differ in their opinions. From this it can be
suggested that the data can be generalized to other age groups as well, though there is
relatively few data to prove this.
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Also, it could be considered questionable whether the results can be generalized for
both genders. While the results suggest that there are significant differences between the
answers of male and female readers, it should be possible to generalize for women as their
answers provide almost 81 % of the responses. As indicated by this, there were less data from
the male readers; however, since they tended to be fairly consistent in their answers this
should not present a problem and the results of the questionnaire should be generally
applicable.
Another potential problem could occur with mistaken interpretation of the reasons
behind the answers of some respondents; however, this was avoided by lengthy discussions
with the focus group formed by fifteen of the respondents. In the discussions they explained
their own choices in detail as well offered their own interpretation of the general data. This is
not completely objective as they analyzed their own answers, but this could not be avoided
and it serves to partially solve the original problem.
Overall, it can be said that the research can be further generalized to include all
readers of modern fantasy. The questionnaire offers conclusive results on the rise of moral
relativity and the effects of religion and feminism on the heroes and villains. The heroes can
have a wide array of previously employed qualities and virtues, but there is a trend of
preferring intelligence and practicality. The heroes and villains are not necessarily connected
with any ‘good’ qualities, unless the readers are actively religious.
This also shows how the definitions of heroes and villains can alter with time. The
definition based on the notion of good and evil is, currently, applied mainly by Christian
readers. It is, however, difficult to actually form distinct definitions based on the non-religious
readers’ opinions as their descriptions depict a villain and a hero as more or less similar
characters, as the hero characterization is only slightly more varied and the villain is the more
‘attractive’ character. In this way, the research underlines how important the effect of religion
is on the nature of heroes and villains.
The results of the questionnaire almost completely mirror the ideas explored in
chapter three. The only exceptions were found in the results on the effect of feminism, which
seems to be stronger in practice than in theory. In section 3. 3 the analyses of female character
in modern fantasy showed that while they appear to be strongly affected by feminist they
actually conform to pre-establish stereotypes, which can be easily demonstrated upon closer
inspection even in highly independent female characters (an example in section 3. 3 showed
the best candidate to represent the Beauxbatons school of magic in the Triwizard tournament,
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68
Fleur Delacour, becoming merely a woman that needed to ‘prove her love ’ of Bill Weasely to

Mrs. Weasley by not minding the fact that he had scars from a fight with Greyback).
Yet while it is obvious that these stereotypes are widely employed by the authors, they
do not seem to register with the general public. The readers do not seem aware that there are
inequalities between male and female character even when they themselves made this
distinction on the questionnaire when distinguishing between the ideological and their own
favorite hero and villain.
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Chapter 5 – Summary and Analyses
5.1 – Summary
This chapter consists of a brief summary of the points made in the four previous
chapters as well as a short evaluation of the thesis. Starting with the first chapter, which
focused mainly on the terminology and character distinctions that were used during the thesis.
The first section attempted to define the genre of fantasy, settling on “genre of imaginative
69
fiction involving magic ”, as well as alluded to the great literary tradition of fantasy which was

expanded on in chapter two. This was followed by a section, dealing with problems with the
definitions of heroes and villains, as it became clear that defining those two terms is highly
complicated, as all the applied definitions were shown to be too broad to truly define them.
Upon examining the different definitions of the ‘hero’ and the ‘villain’, and finding that
all the definitions seemed either too vast or failed to encompass all fantasy heroes, the focus
shifted to finding the reasons for this insufficiency. The conclusion was that, same as Ludwig
Wittgenstein’s example of the word ‘game’, it is impossible to create a single definition which
would encompass all the defining features for all the heroes and villains. It was also suggested
this conclusion is applicable only for modern fantasy and that the definitions evolved with
time. This was elaborated in the second chapter and demonstrated on the fact that, most of
the offered definitions, including those which offered strong connection to ethics, were
applicable for all examples of heroes and villains until modern fantasy, which freely combines
the defining features of both heroes and villains to create more realistic, complex and unique
characters.
The second chapter focused on the evolution of a fantasy hero since the Old English
Literature. It covered the Period of Old, Middle and Victorian English Literature and highlighted
the changing features of heroes and villains.
The period of Old English fantasy literature created heroes that employed the features
of a folktale hero in that they were impossibly strong. The mayor virtue was loyalty between a
lord and retainer, this was partially bought by the lord, who often acted as a ‘gold friend’
during the times of peace, however, it also created strong obligations for him, such as the
necessity of avenging a friend. Failing to fulfill these obligations was a true cause for conflict.
The villains, also shared the inhuman strength with the hero, however, they were not even
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given human identities. The villains were not largely elaborated, beyond describing their ‘evil’
nature and desire to cause harm.
These features were demonstrated on the example of Beowulf, who appears to be a
typical Old English fantasy hero. He fulfills most of the Old English criteria of a hero in that he
is loyal to his lord and when he himself becomes a lord he fulfills his obligation of a ‘gold
friend’. He has inhuman strength and his purpose for searching for a quest is to fulfill his
obligations and immortalize his name. He receives material rewards for his heroics, but
ultimately dies, as do many old epic heroes. The three villains also conform to their scripts.
They are the personifications of evil; monsters that do not belong in this world and only enter
it to cause harm. They also have extraordinary strength, but are not much personified by the
narrative.
The Middle English genre, which had the greatest connection to fantasy, was the
romance, as it often contained some supernatural elements. The heroes of romances were
men, usually knights or nobility, who voluntarily partake in a quest. They are still largely
unrealistic in their strength and appearance but not so much as the Old English heroes. They
were Christian and conformed to the codes of chivalry. The villains were still distanced from
the reader by the mode of the tale; however they became more ‘human’.
These characteristics were demonstrated on the example of Havelok the Dane. While
the Middle English version of Havelok introduces some atypical features for a hero it, for the
most part, serves as a good example of a Middle English hero. Havelok is a man of noble
descent, who is praised for his chivalry, beauty and inhuman strength. He participates in a
quest for his own sake, though he does not have to. Still, there are a few atypical aspects, such
as that his weakness and vulnerability are shown (which is common in more modern heroes).
The villains were originally noble men who became partly evil due to the power they suddenly
received.
The next era discussed was that of Victorian literature, even if there was a large gap in
both time and style from Middle English Literature. Both Renaissance and the era of
Romanticism contained a great amount of ‘fantasy’ texts, however, the most preferred genres
did not fully express the fantastic situations in which characters can express their full potential.
In the Victorian era the thesis focused on the novel, which was the new literary form at the
time, as it was longer and more complex that the previous form, the novel examined the
nature and psychological development of the characters in depth. There was also a trend to
shift toward realism, which encouraged human character, possessing ‘good’ and ‘bad’
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qualities. The heroes ceased to participate in a quest by themselves and by their own accords.
They simply reacted to a situation which presented itself. This brings them closer to the heroes
which appear in modern fantasy. A similar situation applies to the villains as well, they are
becoming more psychologically complex, which can be portrayed by the new writing styles (ex.
Writing in the form of a diary which allows a purely subjective viewpoint).
These characteristics were demonstrated on the example of Dracula. Where we had a
group of characters forced into an unusual situation to which they had to react. The main hero
required help from an array of supporting characters. The main villain was not given his own
point of view, but the readers received several subjective accounts of his behavior and so
could form a more objective opinion. Dracula also did not act as a purely ‘evil’ being,
sometimes committing ‘good’ acts. Some of the other villains were given some excuse for their
actions, and even (in the case of Lucy) were placed in the position of a victim that was forced
to become evil. This attitude completely changed the approach to the villain.
This next chapter focused on analyzing the effects of feminism, religious change,
globalization and capitalism on modern fantasy literature. Modern fantasy was also
characterized as fantasy written after 1945. Though this was highly arbitrary it was important
to clearly mark the era discussed. It was chosen on the bases on two important reasons as well
as an increase in the amount of fantasy written; the World War II, which caused great changes
in society and literature, and the fact that it was during this era that the ‘father of modern
fantasy’ J. R. R. Tolkien wrote the beginnings of The Lord of the Rings.
The first social change examined was the rising influence of feminism, caused by the
changes in society after the World War, and it was shown to have had a great superficial effect
on the heroes and other characters. The number of heroines and supporting characters
increased dramatically; however, they mostly continue to be subjected to certain stereotypes
and all female characters, in some way, fulfill their feminine roles either as mothers (actual or
metaphorical), daughters, or romantic interests. Female characters also were almost always
described as beautiful or desirable at one point or another and they almost never acted as
dominant villains in tales. This was elaborated on several examples, especially from The Lord of
the Rings representing the beginnings of modern fantasy and Harry Potter as a more current
example.
In The Lord of the Rings we examined the three main female characters: Arwen,
Galadriel and Eowyn. The first two partially conformed to the ideal of a woman in Middle
English Literature in that they are both beautiful objects of admiration and desire. Eowyn was
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a more ‘feminist heroine’ in the sense that she accomplished a quest in which she disguised
herself as a man and actively joins the fight, even succeeding in defeating the witch-king lord
of the Nazgul. However, even as such she still conformed to pre-establish scripts of behavior.
Before the quest she acted only as a lady of Rohan and a good niece to king Theoden and after
her quest was accomplished she returned back to her role. Even her cross-dressing was similar
in functions as that found in Renaissance drama, as it was a single act committed for a specific
purpose. The fact that she proved herself as a warrior was a diversion from her feminine role,
but neither was it completely unprecedented (ex. even Judith, written around 1000 A.D., also
presents a heroine defeating an ‘evil’ lord)
The example of Harry Potter showed a greater effect of feminism. There was a roughly
equal number of male and female characters, even among the main supporting characters.
However, they still conformed to the previously mentioned stereotypes and, even seemingly
powerful and independent women (such as McGonagall or Fleur) still ultimately fulfilled their
feminine role. Even Hermione was at one point represented as an object of desire (ex. a date
with a world known quidditch seeker, Victor Krum), and her kindness was stressed by her
activities such as forming the ‘Society for the Promotion of Elfish Welfare’ and ultimately she
realized herself as a wife and a mother. Nevertheless, she still was one of the most feminist
and the most popular characters of the series.
Another examined factor was the effect of religion on the heroes and villains, which
showed to have the greatest effect on the nature of heroes and villains. After the World War II
there started a rapid decline in Christianity, which continues until today, as well as a rise in
atheism. The loss of Christianity had a great effect on the virtues, motivations and on the
portrayal of characters as well as on the depiction of right and wrong. Christianity promoted
‘good’ behavior of the heroes, giving them chivalric qualities and encouraging them to do
‘good’ for the sake of it even at the risk of their own life. The villains were the completely
opposite, being given mainly bad qualities, but not being examined in-depth and being offered
excuse or explanation for their nature or actions.
The last two themes discussed in the third chapter were those of globalization and
capitalism. These two themes are connected quite closely as globalization involves authors in a
world-wide completion and greatly expands their possible intended audience. Some of the
features of heroes and villains that the globalization forced to change, were the stereotypes
and the understanding of otherness. It became important to appeal to the largest possible
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audience so the authors were encouraged to exclude any negative references to other groups.
This manifested in the multiculturalists aspect of popular tales, such as Harry Potter.
The fourth chapter consisted of an analysis of data collected through a questionnaire
and a focus group. Its’ main purpose was to examine the theoretical findings on the effect of
feminism, religion, globalization and capitalism on the perception and realization of heroes
and villains. For the most part the results corresponded to those examined in the previous
chapter.
When discussing the gender of heroes and villains almost all respondents agreed that
it is irrelevant, their personal favorite heroes, however, usually matched their own gender with
relatively few exceptions. The women mainly chose female characters that had the same
qualities as they suggested for the ideal heroes, being independent and intelligent. Male
readers usually choose male heroes, but when they chose female heroes as their favorites it
was either for the same reasons as the women or due to the heroines’ feminine attractiveness.
There was also a visible link between religion and chosen characteristics for heroes and
villains. Those correspondents that were actively religious were more likely to choose qualities
that corresponded to the Christian perception of morality, suggesting that a hero should be
‘good’, ‘help others’ or be ‘humble’ and that a villain should be ‘evil’ or ‘sinful’. However, most
of the readers, which were not Christian, tended to chose similar characteristics for both
heroes and villains. Several readers even compared them directly, stating that the villain
should have ‘a personality as strong as the hero’s’ or should even ‘become a hero himself’. Yet
the most common answer for what qualities heroes and villains should posses was intelligence
for both of them.
When discussing moral relativity, there was great discord between the answers. While
only a small group of religious readers included ethical qualities as important for both heroes
and villains, they were fairly equally divided on the question whether a villains’ deeds can be
excused by the circumstances. The most common answer was that this can be partly done, yet
they were more inclined to forgive the evil deeds of villains if they attempted to be ‘good’ at
one point in time.
The results also showed that the readers consider the physical appeal as important for
both heroes and villains, and that readers feel a higher attraction of the villain as opposed to
the hero, saying that he/she should be ‘charismatic’, ‘beautiful’, ‘attractive’ or ‘passionate’.
The higher attraction to villains or characters that have similar qualities, explains the recent
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trend to portray heroes as possessing some qualities or committing such acts that are usually
done by villains. This can lead to characters where it is difficult to clearly distinguish their
status, as is the case in The Game of Thrones where many characters are practically
indeterminable (such as the `Hound or Theon Greyjoy).
5.2 - Evaluation
The thesis managed to provide reasonable support for the earlier hypothesis that
moral relativism, whose popularity expanded after World War II, is the most significant factor
in the current merging character traits of heroes and villains. As research shows, changes in
religion, which are motivated by the shift away from Christianity, have a great influence on the
character and popularity of heroes and villains; however, it is not the only significant factor
affecting this change. The ideas expressed in the thesis were supported by both theoretical
and by practical examination which were discussed in depth in the previous chapters, and the
main points of which were repeated in the previous section.
There were, however, several inherent weaknesses of the thesis, mostly connected
with the issue of generalization. As there exists such large amount of fantasy texts, it is
impossible to avoid generalizing completely. This problem is especially evident in the second
chapter, where it became necessary to use only one text as an example of the features of
heroes and villains for a whole era. The used texts were chosen, so that they portrayed the
maximum amount of the desired features, though they would not apply to all texts in the given
time period. A similar problem occurs in the third and the fourth chapter. It is impossible to
completely avoid this problem, though it could be partially addressed by using an even greater
amount of examples.
Another limitation of the research is in defining the exact amount of influence of
individual socio-cultural factors on the changes happening to the heroes and villains (ex.
though we can say that the formation of characters is affected by a greater influence of moral
relativity, which is promoted by both by the decrease of Christianity and by the effect of
globalization, it is impossible to determine how great is the effect of these factors individually).
Yet, while it is impossible to determine the exact amount of influence a certain factor has, it is
still possible to determine if the effect is significant, so this should not cause a significant
problem. However, regardless of these limitations, the thesis still managed to form conclusive
results.
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Figure II
1. What gender should a fantasy hero be?
Male
Female
Doesn't matter
.
What
three qualities should a hero have?(brave, helpful, independent, chivalric…)
2
1
2
3
3. What gender should a villain be?
Male
Female
Doesn't matter
4. What three main qualities should a villain have? ( mysterious, evil, hateful, ugly…)
1
2
3
5. What gender is your favorite hero?
Male
Female
6. What is your favorite hero like? (1-3 observations)
1
2
3
7. What gender is your most memorable villain?
Male
Female
8. What is your most memorable villain like? (1-3 observations)
1
2
3
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9. Who is your favorite character in Harry Potter?
10. Why? (1-3 reasons)
1
2
3
11. If your favorite character is not Harry Potter than for what reason(s)? (what makes him
an unlikable character?) (1-3 reasons)
1
2
3
12. Do you believe that Voldemorts’ past excuses some of his actions?
Yes
No
Partly
13. State your gender?
Male
Female
14. What is youre religion?
Christian
Atheist
Other
15. What is your nationality?
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